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0.2mm precision settings

Full metal dual-sided trimmer

60mins cordless use/1h charge

 

BT5275/32

Perfect precision
Maximum precision for any look

Easily switch between trimming and detailing with the dual-sided reversible

trimmer. Enjoy maximum precision from lengths as short as 1/64" (0.4mm) and up

to 13/32" (10mm).

Precision

Trim with precision from 1/64" to 13/32" (0.4mm to 10mm)

The zoom wheel 'locks in' your chosen length setting

Dual-sided reversible trimmer for ultimate precision

Set length to 1/64” (0.4mm) for perfect stubble every day

Skin-friendly performance

Skin-friendly, high-performance blades for the perfect trim

Easy to use

Water-resistant for easy cleaning

The beard comb ensures you get a perfectly even trim

2-year guarantee, worldwide voltage, no oil needed

60 minutes cordless use after a 1-hour charge, or plug it in
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Highlights

Perfect precision

With cutting lengths ranging from 1/64" to

13/32" (0.4mm to 10mm), you can get the exact

trim you want. The length settings go up in

precise 1/127”, 1/32”, and 3/64” (0.2mm,

0.5mm, and 1mm) steps in between – giving

you perfect precision with control.

17 lock-in length settings

To select your preferred trim length, just turn

the zoom wheel on the handle until the length

you want is displayed. Your chosen length is

now 'locked in' for a precise and even trim.

Dual-Sided trimmer

The dual-sided reversible trimmer gives you

the versatility to create your unique look. On

one side, the 1 17/64" (32mm) high-

performance trimmer cuts very close while

protecting your skin. On the other side, the 5/8"

(15mm) precision trimmer creates a detailed

look, even in those hard-to-reach areas like

under the nose and around the

mouth. The trimmer's small size and angled

design make it easy to see what you are doing

for accurate fine lines and details.

Skin-friendly high performance

The steel blades lightly brush against each

other, so they sharpen themselves as you trim!

The blades stay extra-sharp to always cut hairs

neatly and effectively, but have rounded blade

tips and combs to prevent skin irritation.

Water-resistant

To clean, simply rinse the water-resistant

trimmer under the tap.

Beard comb

The design of the beard comb gives you more

control, allowing you to trim your beard

perfectly evenly.

Perfect stubble every day

If you want that perfect stubble look, just use

the trimmer's short 1/64” (0.4mm) setting. For a

perfectly groomed longer beard, simply adjust

the setting to the exact length you need.

Built to last

All of our grooming products are built to last.

They come with a 2-year worldwide guarantee

and worldwide voltage campatibility, and they

never need to be oiled.

Rechargeable and corded use

You get 60 minutes of cordless use after a 1-

hour charge. If you run out of battery power

while trimming, just plug it in and keep

trimming.

Philips Green Logo

Philips Green Products can reduce costs,

energy consumption and CO2 emissions. How?

They offer a significant environmental

improvement in one or more of the Philips

Green Focal Areas – Energy efficiency,

Packaging, Hazardous substances, Weight,

Recycling and disposal and Lifetime reliability.
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Specifications

Accessories

Maintenance: Cleaning brush

Comb

Ease of use

Cleaning: 100% Waterproof

Battery Run time: 1 hour charge 60 mins

runtime

Operation: Corded & Cordless use

Precision

Length Settings: 17 Length from 0.4 mm to 10

mm

Power

Automatic voltage: 100-240 V

Service

Guarantee: 2 - Year Worldwide Guarantee

Categorization

Trimmers: BeardTrimmer5000
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